
one. response to existing conditions 

a. This project is a reaction to Dubord’s ‘Society of the Spectacle’ which I believe to be embodied in London 2012.  

 

“6. [...] the spectacle is both the result and the goal of the dominant mode of production. It is not a mere decoration 

added to the real world. It is the very heart of the real society’s unreality. In all its particular manifestations – news, 

propaganda, advertising, entertainment – the spectacle represents the dominant model of life. It is the omnipresent 

affirmation of the choices that have already been made in the sphere of production and in the consumption implied by 

that production” (Debord, 1983, p. 8). 

 

I believe the London 2012 Olympics to be a capitalist, consumerism led entity, the image of which is fed to the public 

as a positive regeneration project. This is not necessarily the case – I believe that the Olympic regeneration project is 

carried out in a top down, power (and money) hungry and ecosophically (Guattari, 2008) unsustainable way that relies 

on notions of competition and growth.  

 

“the holy grail for blue sky thinkers was the sport-transcends-politics Olympiad, the five gold hand-cuffs, the smoke 

rings behind which deals could be done for casinos and malls: with corporate sponsorship, flag waving and infinitely 

elastic budgets” (Sinclair, 2008). 

 

This project views this propaganda and persuasion of a nation towards a 3 week sporting event, as an 

analogy/synecdoche for how the population is implicitly persuaded into believing in, and becoming actors within a 

capitalist, consumer-based society. 

 

‘The scams of scams was always the Olympics [...] Engines of regeneration. Orgies of lachrymose nationalism. War 

by other means’ (Sinclair, 2008). 

‘In London for example, the improvement of public amenities and the regeneration of public spaces, such as parks, are 
undertaken with the express aim of facilitating gentrification, and through levering an increase in residential property 
prices aims to ‘improve’ a locality. Public space improvement has long been a cultural strategy for economic growth’ 
(Trogal & Vardy, 2009, p. 51). 

 

b. This project takes place in Hackney Wick (partly adjacent to the Olympic Park, and partly within it). It rejoices in the 

perceived ‘subsistence’ lifestyle of Hackney Wick - which can be seen to be an exemplar of the ‘edgelands’ of Britain; 

the fringe of the post industrial city. This is the detritus that the capital/consumer society of today has forgotten – or 

wants to forget. A land of ‘alternative’ living that exhibits tangible instances of agency, but is condemned by those 

proponents (actors if you like) of the society of the spectacle. I believe this is simply a matter of perception; a point of 

view that has been created, promoted and manipulated by the image of the society of the spectacle. Hackney Wick is a 

place that should be explored and celebrated. Unfortunately, due to advent of the Olympic Games, it could be argued 

that ‘regeneration’ is almost inevitable. 

 

What role can architecture/architects play in addressing the ‘society of the spectacle’ and promoting alternative means of 

living? 

 

Architects can suggest new ways of alternative living that are more ecosophically sustainable through small scale 

interventions. I would question whether this is enough in the face of a society whose hopes; aspirations; notions of 



happiness; fears; work; play/leisure; even structures, are shaped by the Society of the Spectacle - in the accumulation of 

capital (economic/symbolic/cultural/social), and mass consumerism. Our parents programme a version of life into us that 

has been shaped by their education, employment opportunities and the media from the outset. ‘Correct’ views and 

interpretations of our subjective world are encouraged through an examination system that is required for ‘success.’ Our very 

understanding of the world is thus mediated by those in a position of power – very often driven by economic forces. How can 

architecture address these hopes and fears in the face of an image created through the habitus1 and the media? 

 

two. hypothesis 

 

This project proposes a concealed, experimental [ministry/palace/commune/retreat] that both researches and tests alternative 

modes of living to that of the capitalist/consumer based society of today. It is a place where detournement can be tried, tested 

and recorded. This ‘palace’ is also responsible for ‘administering’ propaganda to encourage ecosophical living. [Should this 

occur in an explicit – and therefore liberal way - or should it occur implicitly as an allegorical (and immoral) proposal in direct 

counter to the implicit modes of inculcation of the society of the spectacle?] 

 

three. scenario 

 

The [government?/socialist rebels/those seeking alternative ways of living] see the Olympics in London 2012 as an 

opportunity to locate a clandestine experimental commune and propaganda unit for alternative ways of living, hidden within 

the new Olympic infrastructure. The commune makes use of a series of new tunnels created under the Olympic site [which 

could link to the secret Governmental caves underneath Whitehall?]. This is symbolic of the implicit, underground nature of 

how the public is swayed into believing in such propaganda. Politically this is significant and quite topical in the wake of the 

advent of Wiki Leaks. It is clear that the public are fed a particular version of events.  The public are left questioning, what is 

truth?  The commune is also located underground because the artistic/alternative folk of Hackney/Hackney Wick have 

nowhere else to go – their steady move east from London has been curtailed by the Olympic Site. 

 

Entrance to this warren of tunnels from Hackney Wick could be through the Lord Napier Pub which, now closed, is implicated 

by Iain Sinclair as once being a cultural hub and ‘hideout’ for those defectors of the society of the spectacle (Sinclair, 

Hackney, that Rose-Red Empire, 2009). Entrance to the underground realm from within the Olympic site could be via the 

media centre (still within the boundaries of Hackney Wick) which is to be part of the Olympic Legacy. This could be (after – 

or maybe during - the Olympic Games) the media hub in control of Ecosophical Propoganda). 

 

The commune is due for completion in 2012 and will be utilised either during, or straight after the holding of the games. 

Above ground, the Olympic grounds become a site for the competition to take place autonomously - removed from any 

economic markets (and work?) - in the form of sports, games and other leisure activities whilst always learning and finding 

new knowledge as per Littlewood and Price’s un built ‘fun palace.’ 

 

 

a. Themes 

Media 

                                                           
1 Habitus;- ‘a product of history produces individual and collective practices - more history - in accordance with schemes generated by 
history. It ensures the active presence of past experiences, which deposited in each organism in the forms of schemes of perception, 
thought and action, tend to guarantee the ‘correctness’ of practices and their constancy over time, more reliably than formal rules and 
explicit norms’ (Bourdieu, 1990, p.54). 



Happiness 

Aspirations 

Success 

Fear 

Leisure 

Manipulation 

Power, hierarchies and structures 

b. Actors/Agents 

 

Those [artists/Travellers/Those who believe in alternative living/homeless] from in and around the Hackney Wick and Olympic 

site, who have been displaced from their work and their homes due to the London 2012. 

 

These people work within this secret community and will live in the Olympic Village (or underground?).  

 

They operate a peer to peer learning process to research and test alternative modes of living that fulfil ecosophical principles. 

They build up a covert knowledge base and archive, and ascertain new ways of establishing these modes of living through 

literature, theatre, education, news, magazines, television, film, the internet and so on. They also study and archive existing 

modes of detournement and alternative living, in order to learn from it. In addition, they are responsible for creating and 

maintaining a secret archive concerning how those in power, control and persuade the society of the spectacle. 

 

c. Site 

 

In the secret tunnels that exist below the Olympic site and Hackney Wick.  

 

• Perhaps extending the boundary to London? 

• Should it be partially above ground? 

 

Questions 

 

• Does this palace have a public front that directly responds to issues in Hackney Wick? 

• Is it governmental or non-governmental led? 

• Is it overt or concealed? 

• Is it too fantastical? 

• How questionable is its ethicality/morality? 

• Does it need to be underground? 

• Should it be open during London 2012 as ‘exhibition of alternative living’ directly underneath the Olympics? 

• Should this be about liberation or refusal? 

• Should there be a dialogue between a rebellious underground commune and a conventional architecture of power 

and capitalist values above ground? Or is the existence of the Olympic park enough? 

• Where would funding come from if it is non-governmental led? 



 

To be explored/investigated 

• The Olympics - both London and earlier examples. (positives/spin/negatives) 

• The underground tunnels of the Olympic site and London. 

• The peoples of Hackney Wick 

• The history of Hackney Wick and the Olympic Site (edgelands) 

• Draw the Olympic site (during and after as part of the Legacy). 

• Case Studies – Fun Palace and the So Called Utopia of the Centre Beaubourg 

• Start thinking about programme and particular spaces. 

 

Potential Programme 

 

• Space for leisure and learning activities to take place 

• Research Area 

• Public baths  

• Public kitchens and dining areas 

• Library/knowledge bank for recording research and methods of propaganda 

• Archive for capitalist material (this knowledge is required to be able to counteract the society of the 

spectacle) 

• Archive of existing means of detournement. 

• ‘Propaganda’ Departments  

• Living Accommodation (maybe too large to take on?) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


